
 

FAXCONT PoE box camera housing  

    
 

FAXCONT, a leading brand of surveillance enclosures based on Taiwan, delights to 

introduce their handsome outdoor/indoor (IP) (wireless) network box camera housing, 

FC-607, which provides optional plug-and-play, PoE, and wireless solution, can fit in 

almost any brands’ cameras, such as SONY, AXIS, ACTi, PANASONIC, SAMSUNG, 

VIVOTEK, D-Link, TOSHIBA, GANZ, ELMO, JVC, CANON, SANYO. 

 

FC-607 is an attractive outdoor/indoor dual-use top open housing, with build-in 

thermostatically controlled fan/heater. Fan/Heater can synchronous operation, and it also 

provide surge and over load protector. FAXCONT also specially deal with the surface of 

glass cover so that mist won’t be easier to condense into dew that make the view not clear. 

For IP box cameras, the PoE is optional which support nearly 40 W power, and the quick 

connector is IP 68 water proof, and plug-and-play. FC-607 has an ABS & PC top, an 

Aluminum bottom, and an Aluminum sun-shield (ideal for outdoor use) to protect camera 

against heat from sunshine. It can accommodate camera/lens combinations up to 4.13" 

wide, 3.54" high and 11.81" long (10.5 x 9 x 30 cm).  

 

FAXCONT series surveillance enclosures, such as dome housings and box housings, are all 

made in Taiwan to ensure high quality, and the prices are very reasonable. They are all IP 

66, and compliance to CE, FCC, RoHs. The Nitrogen Pressurized Dome housing is IP 68. 

FAXCONT surveillance enclosures are very flexible for variety combinative packages, and 

there are arrays of optional accessories and solutions for your choice, such as wireless 

Antennas, PoE Splitter, FEVE coating, vandal proof cover, IR LAMP, variety camera 

mounting holder, fan/heater, and brackets, etc. FAXCONT surveillance enclosures can be 

used for many different brands, different models cameras. FAXCONT also provide Private 

Label orders, OEM/ODM. 

 

Chains Technology Co., Ltd. was established in 1991, Taipei, Taiwan. It has been a leading 

professional designer and manufacturer of CCTV products for over a decade, and 

specialized in IP/DOME HOUSINGS, and BOX HOUSINGS. FAXCONT is the 



 

self-brand of Chains Technology Co., Ltd. FAXCONT series surveillance enclosures 

include (IP) network box housings, 6 inch half-sphere dome / 6, 7 and 9 inch dome 

housings, Vandal proof Dome Housings, FEVE Salinization-Proof Housings, Nitrogen 

Pressurized Dome Housings, Speed Dome cameras, wall mount or ceiling mount brackets, 

and other accessories, etc. For more detail information please visit www.faxcont.com or 

contact representative,   

Japan area: Yosi Lu sales1@faxcont.com 

USA, Latin America, Southeast Asia area:  Elysia Huang sales2@faxcont.com 

Europe, Africa area: Nicholas Lin sales3@faxcont.com   


